How safe are our secrets from hackers?

Talking points
1. How does Steve Breen address two different news reports in a single cartoon?
2. Which type of hacking attack is worse: exposing embarrassing photos or stealing financial information?
3. What should Apple iCloud and Home Depot do about the recent data thefts?
4. Would you feel safe using Internet cloud services, buying online or simply using a credit card at a store?
5. What could help protect our personal information from being stolen by hackers?

Between the lines
"The criminals are getting smarter faster than the companies." Jaime Katz, Morningstar analyst.

http://www.telegram.com/article/20140903/NEWS/309039772/1237

More by Steve Breen
http://www.cagle.com/author/steve-breen/

More by Joe Heller
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/HellerJ

Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com/
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